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Welcome back! 
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In the last unit, we introduced helical or screw symmetry in general; now, we want to investigate, 

what different kinds of screw axes, that is, what kind of different helical symmetries are present 

in crystal structures. 
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Let’s look at a first example - here you see a unit cell of a crystal in two different views, a crystal, 

which should belong to the hexagonal crystal system; the right view is a projection along the c-

direction. 

 

We see, that this crystal is composed of atoms, that build these helices running along all 

corners of the unit cell; if we look from above onto this plane, then these screws look like flat 

hexagons. 

 

Because this is a crystal we have translational symmetry, these helices are repeated again and 

again as a whole, here along the a- and b-direction. 

 

But there is - likewise as in glide planes - another symmetry element present, which has a 

translational component being smaller than a whole unit cell - and this is a screw axis. 
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Along this axis the atoms are symmetry related to each other by applying a screw rotation: if we 

rotate first this atom by 60 degrees and then translate it parallel to the screw axis by one-sixth of 

the unit cell, then it will be mapped onto this atom. 

 

This can be done with all other atoms as well with this one, that one and so forth… 

 

This is an example of a six-fold screw axis, meaning the rotational part is 60 degrees - 

analogous to pure rotations. 

 

Precisely it is a six-one screw axis - the translational component is specified too:  it is the 

reciprocal of these two numbers, this means: take the number of the subscript as the 

enumerator and the main number, which is the order of the rotational part, as the denominator. 
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This can be further generalized. We have a screw axis nm; and m is always smaller than n. 

 

Then, we first have to rotate by an angle alpha of 360-divided-by-n degrees, with n being the 

order of the screw axis. Following that, we also have to translate the object, namely by m-

divided-by-n fractions of a whole unit cell parallel to the screw axis. 

 

Furthermore, by definition, we have to respect that these screw rotation operations have to be 

always carried out accordingly to a right-handed coordinate system: 

 

The rotation sense is determined by rotating the x-axis vector in the direction of the y-axis - this 

gives the direction of the translation operation: it is carried out parallel to the positive z-axis, 

perpendicular to that x-y-plane 
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To give a further example, if there is a 32 screw axis, the order of rotation is three, meaning, we 

have to rotate by 120 degrees, and the translational component amounts to the inverse, to two-

third of the unit cell. 

 

Okey, what screw axes can principally occur in crystals? These ones shown here! 

 

Possible screw axes are: two-one, three-one, four-one, four-two, six-one, six-two, and six-three;  

 

In addition there are these enantiomorphous axes, this means mirror images of already 

mentioned axes, namely, three-two, which is the enantiomorphous screw axis of three-one, 

four-three is the screw axis with opposite handedness of four-one, and six-four and six-five are 

the enantiomorphous screw axes of six-two, and six-one, respectively. 
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One of the few chemical elements which show screw axes is Tellurium, which has a very 

interesting crystal structure: We see here again two different views of the unit cell, and similar to 

the 6-1-screw axes at the beginning of this unit, we have here helices that coil around the c-

axes of this hexagonal cell, however, here a three-one screw axis is present. 

 

What is particular interesting about the structure is the following: If we consider not only the 

nearest neighbouring of the Tellurium atoms, but also the next-nearest neighbouring atoms, 

then we see, that it consists of hexagonal layers in the a,b plane. 

 

However, these layers are not simply stacked in this direction, along the c-axis, but are repeated 

with a small offset such that the original arrangement is repeated only every third layer.  

 



This leads to this three-one-screw-axis of Tellurium atoms, that are bonded to each other shown 

here as red lines. So, we have here a hexagonal cell, but we have no six-fold rotational 

symmetry, instead only a three-fold rotational symmetry is present. 
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In the remaining slides of this presentation, all possible screw axes that are possible in crystal 

structures are systematically presented in form of  arrangements of points that possess the 

respective symmetry elements; you can also find the respective graphical symbols for them  

 

I do not want to go through all of these, but let’s look at a few examples. We can systematically 

vary the index for each class of screw axes, here with the rotational order two. 

 

This leads to only one genuine screw axis of the order two, namely the screw axis two-one as 

shown here together with the graphical symbol, an ellipse with such two hooklets. The other are, 

of course, only pure rotations. 
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If we switch to screw-axes of the order three, we have two possible axes; apart from the pure 

three-fold axis of rotation, the screw axes three-one and three-two are possible. 

 

And here, for the first time, enantiomorphous pairs of screw-axes occur - if you look from here 

along this plane in blue, you will see, that these two screw-axes behave like image and mirror 

image. 

 

Okey, that should it be for now, and you can find the remaining screw-axes in the PDF of the 

slide set. 

 

Now as we considered all possible symmetry elements, not only screw-axes, that can generally 

occur in crystals, we are ready to take off for exploring the complete symmetry of crystals in the 

next unit: the space groups. 


